RougeCoin is building a robust Web3 Social Network dApp with NFT Profiles that can be traded like a token. User engagement is also rewarded in XRGE! "RouGee" Social Network is re-shaping the way social media works and turning content into a Web3 currency exchange. RougeChain will be the layer 1 solution.

**About RougeCoin**

- 18B MAX SUPPLY
- 3% buy/sell tax
- Layer-1 In progress

RougeCoin is building a robust Web3 Social Network dApp with NFT Profiles that can be traded like a token. User engagement is also rewarded in XRGE! "RouGee" Social Network is re-shaping the way social media works and turning content into a Web3 currency exchange. RougeChain will be the layer 1 solution.
Get Paid and Educate

Promote mainstream use of cryptocurrency, crypto-assets, and new age blockchain technology by using RouGee! Everyone will want to know what the newest social platform technologies are all about!

01. Awards
The top users with real engagements will earn XRGE and valuable NFT rewards.

02. Projects
Promote your project using your personal NFT Profile Page. Your profile is an NFT!
Fundraising

1st ATH
$490k ↑10000%
April 3rd, 2021
1st ATH
$55M Marketcap

2nd ATH
$370k ↓20.5%
Dec. 6th, 2021
2nd ATH
$33M Marketcap
Technical Roadmap 2022-2024
RougeCoin & RouGee Timeline

1. Brainstorming and Idea Generation (COMPLETE)
2. RouGee Web3 functionality (IN PROGRESS)
3. Market Analysis and Strategy
4. Marketing Push
5. Listing on Top 5 Coin Exchanges
6. Upgrade Layer 2 /Independent Blockchain
7. Mining capabilities
Reflective Data

3% to Buy-Backs
Holders can be assured that buyback wallet will keep the valuation afloat!

2% to development
The rewards wallet will be a source for reserve XRGE for the rewards system on daily tasks. (Likes, Comments, posts, etc.)

1% Marketing/Dev
The project needs to stay alive! A five percent marketing wallet helps ensure funds will keep us here for the long run and stay up to date!
Team

BRANDON ROUGE
Creator of RougeCoin
CEO/Developer
EXPLORING DIFFERENT CHANNELS

We have the freedom to choose our platform.

- Key functions:
  - Mint a profile
  - Follow others
  - Create publications (post content from videos to long-form text)
  - Collect publications and curate your collection
  - Lens API OR ANOTHER API – to help build quickly, with ease.

for more info visit https://www.Rougecoin.xyz
token contract address (BSC):
0x0f99244e47930d0c6a5e87021e1058ca12ff1f12f